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Scotland, the UK and the
EU: better together
W

ith one year to go to Scotland's
independence referendum, it was with
great interest that Brussels Labour hosted Lord
McConnell on 18 September, on the theme of
Scotland and the EU.
Lord (Jack) McConnell was First Minister of
Scotland from 2001 to 2007, and was appointed
to the House of Lords in 2010 where he
specialises in international development policy.
In a thought-provoking address he covered
extensive ground on Scotland's developing
relationship with the UK and the EU, with some
interlinked themes emerging.
Among these was solidarity and ‘better
together’; the sharing of sovereignty at different
levels in pursuit of common objectives as the
most effective way of governing in the modern
world.
As an example, he cited the key global
environmental challenges associated with
climate change, migration and urbanisation. If
ever there was a case for cross-border collective
action in the European Union it is in exactly this
kind of area.

debate in Scotland is a good opportunity to
reflect on the devolution of power within the UK
and governance across the UK as a whole. He
drew attention to the further significant powers
- including budgetary and tax powers - being
transferred under the Scotland Act ( effective in
2015), and how devolution might develop as a
result.

In addition, when it comes to development aid,
the pooling of resources can be a more efficient
and less wasteful way to achieve policy goals.

A lively discussion followed, and we thank Lord
McConnell for taking the time to respond to
many and wide-ranging contributions from
Brussels Labour members. We look forward to
the debates in the year ahead!

He also argued that the current constitutional

Isobel Findlay

S

ome familiar faces appear on the Labour
Party’s candidate lists for the 2014
European Parliament elections.
Labour won 13 sets in 2009, and with Labour's
polling numbers looking more positive now than
four years ago, the Party can expect to return
another half a dozen or more Members next May.
Nine of these are likely to be returning MEPs,
with David Martin aiming to win his seventh
term in the Parliament.
Former MEPs also appear on the list: Glyn Ford,
an MEP from 1984 to 2009, is second on the list
in the South West, following Clare Moody, a
former advisor to Gordon Brown. Richard
Corbett is also second on a regional list, in
Yorkshire and Humber, behind Linda McAvan
MEP. Given his narrow defeat in 2009, Richard
can be hopeful of a welcome return.
Neena Gill is the third former MEP on the lists,
topping Labour's slate in the West Midlands. Sion
Simon, a former minister in the Department of
Business, Innovation and Skillls and the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport.
Theresa Griffin, who spoke to Brussels Labour
ahead of her unsuccessful bid for a seat in 2009,

is second on the list in the North West, and
stands a good chance of winning this time.
(Pascale Lamb, a Brussels Labour member and an
assistant to Catherine Stihler MEP, is eighth on
the same list.)
Judith Kirton-Darling, Confederal Secretary at
the European Trade Union Congress and a recent
speaker at Brussels Labour, is top of the list in
the North East, with Stephen Hughes being one
of the four current MEPs stepping down (the
others being Michael Cashman, Brian Simpson
and Peter Skinner). In the East Midlands, Khalid
Hadadi, another Brussels-based candidate, is
fourth on the list.
The candidates will now begin their long
campaign to increase Labour's representation in
Brussels and Strasbourg. With Ukip tipped by
many to top the poll, and Eurosceptics featuring
prominently on the Conservative lists, the
elected Labour candidates will face a special
responsibility to represent a positive vision of
Europe and serve the interests of their
constituents in a positive and constructive way.
Good luck to all the Labour candidates!
David O’Leary

Debating a programme for
the next Labour government
I

attended the 2013 NPF in Birmingham in
June as the first-ever representative of
Labour International, following a rule change
at Conference last year. Many thanks to the LI
members
who commented on the policy
documents beforehand.

Sadiq Kahn MP, representing the Shadow
Cabinet, agreed this was an important issue.

The forum was over two days. Day one focused
on documents which had been developed since
2012 by individual policy commissions led by
shadow cabinet members. It also featured keynote speeches by Ed Miliband and Ed Balls. Day
two was more forward-looking, with discussions
on what the NPF should review next.

Work and Business The paper for discussion
here focused on the role of the Gangmasters
Licencing Authority.
This (set up in the
aftermath of the cockling tragedy in
Morecambe) seeks to prevent abuse of
vulnerable,
usually
immigrant,
workers.
Consensus was for a single authority with a wide
remit to cover all vulnerable sectors.

Discussion in the sessions was good overall,
although the questions did not always appear to
address the key political choices the party will
have to make.
Britain in the world This document did not
cover EU issues (see day 2 below). As regards the
key development issues, the consensus favoured
a broader approach to the Millenium
Development Goals because of important interlinkages. I pointed out that the EU has a key role
in delivering development aid and that through
this we can massively leverage our effect – but
this did not find its way into the conclusions.
Better Politics focused on how to better involve
younger people, questioning whether the voting
age should be reduced to 16. Consensus was
towards a lowering of the voting age together
with improved education.
While agreeing in principle I raised the question
of what this meant for the age of majority as
such: was it consistent with a lower voting age to
impose higher age limits, for example, for
smoking or access to many legal transactions?

A new shadow cabinet
Emma Reynolds, a former Brussels Labour
treasurer, was one of the big winners in the
reshuffle of Ed Miliband’s shadow ministerial
team last week.
Emma leaves the Shadow Europe minister
brief to become shadow housing minister,
attending shadow cabinet meetings. The
promotion of this position to the shadow
cabinet echoes Ed Miliband’s desire to put the
’cost of living crisis’ at the core of Labour’s
proposition to the electorate.
Rachel Reeves becomes Shadow Work and
Pensions Secretary, replacing Liam Byrne, and
Tristram Hunt replaces Stephen Twigg as
Shadow Education Secretary.

I also raised the issue of overseas voting rights –
this got a relatively positive hearing, though of
course no one present was prepared to make any
commitment on it.

On day two, in the International session, there
was this time considerable focus on the EU, with
broad consensus on staying in, though with
some seeking reform (not very clear what should
change). There was also a focus on tackling
populist parties and showing the EU’s value to
the UK on the wider world stage, e.g. the trade
negotiations with the US.
The Economy session returned in particular to
the issues surrounding the Gangmasters
authority, as well as broader issues such as
transport and energy policies and the role of the
creative industries.
In conclusion, my impression is that the NPF is a
developing forum for involving all parts of the
party in policy development. We have to trust
our elected representatives to follow the spirit of
the discussions rather than every detail.
Keir Fitch
A full report will appear on the Brussels Labour
website.

Jim Murphy was demoted from Shadow
Defence Secretary to Shadow International
Development Secretary and Diane Abbott was
dismissed as shadow public health minister.
Mary Creagh, who worked in Brussels earlier
in her career, moves from environment to
transport, swapping places with Maria Eagle.
Douglas Alexander adds a role as general
election coordinator to his position as Shadow
Foreign Secretary. Gareth Thomas becomes
Shadow Europe minister.
Ed Miliband said “My team is united… to win
back the trust of the British people and take
Labour back to power. [We] will work together
to reject the pessimism of this coalition
government as we set out our vision of what
Britain can achieve”.

T

he European Parliament has a good slogan
for its pre-election campaign: ‘This time
it’s different’.
This time there will be more of a conversation
about Europe, because European questions are at
the centre of national political debates; austerity
v growth; fair trade v free trade at any price;
how much regulation to temper unbridled
capitalism?; free movement; the transactions tax
and the combat against tax evasion and
avoidance; and Europe’s place in the world.
And this time there’s to be a common candidate
for the main European political parties for the
successor to Barroso as Commission president.
And there’s a real incumbency issue. The right
have been dominant in Europe for ten years; the
Barroso Commission with its strong right wing
majority in the college, the centre-right majority
in the EP, and a strong conservative majority in
Council. And the incumbents have a record on
which to be judged.
And what a record; mass unemployment particularly youth unemployment; less job
security; low-wage jobs, whether it be Hartz IV or
zero-hours contracts; growing inequalities;
poverty and hunger returning to Europe with a
vengeance; back-tracking on climate change and
a supine attitude in trade negotiations. And this
record is not some accident, it’s the deliberate
act of policy inspired by a reactionary ideology
which has gripped Europe’s so-far dominant
right, in Brussels, Berlin and in London.
But it will only really be different if the Left
confronts this record and puts forward a radical

The economy is on the threshold of a digital
transformation through innovations such as
cloud computing and big data. Data is
described as the ‘new oil’, with EU data already
valued at some €300bn.
Some observers see the Prism scandal as an
opportunity for the Europeans to catch up after
years of American domination of cyberspace,
where 85% of cloud computing is supplied by
major US firms. According to this view,
European consumers have lost their faith in US
internet companies and are demanding a safer
European alternative.
However, there are also risks to the digital
economy. There could be a backlash in public
opinion which could relegate the EU to lag
behind US and Asia. In this scenario, too
restrictive data protection laws would stop “data
mining” and block companies developing new
products and services.
How will Europe reconcile the different
imperatives of economic innovation, developing
trade relations with the US, national security
and protection of privacy ?
An early test will come at the European Council
in October which will discuss European
Commission proposals for a digital single
market. This will give an important signal about
the strategic direction Europe will take.
Against this background a progressive digital
agenda is necessary which grasps the

programme for European change, promotes a
powerful voice to challenge for the Barroso
succession, and then fights to win.
In our book, Our Europe, Not Theirs, published
this month by Lawrence and Wishart, and
launched at party conference, we - all of us
veterans of the both Brussels and Labour - put
forward some 26 points for a common left
programme; an alternative to austerity, using all
resources to create jobs and stimulate
competitiveness, stronger corporate governance,
ambitious
climate
change
targets;
the
transactions tax and making the fight against
tax evasion a top priority.
Just as Labour at Brighton has given a sharper
and more radical edge to its domestic
programme, so it needs to summon up courage
for an alternative economic, social and
ecological programme for Europe.
And then it needs to fight the election as if it
means it; push the socialist candidate for the
Commission
presidency,
recognise
the
importance of the EP elections themselves by –
for the first time - giving prominence to Labour
MEPs and candidates; and then inject passion,
energy and resources into the May 2014
campaign to create a successful springboard for
the 2015 general election.
Our Europe, Not Theirs, edited by Julian Priestley
and Glyn Ford, features contributions from David
Martin MEP, Linda McAvan MEP, Derek Reed,
Patrick Costello and Nick Costello. It is published
by Lawrence and Wishart.
lwbooks.co.uk/books/archive/oureurope.html

opportunities of digital
technology for
modernizing our public services, opening up
government and finding solutions to modern
social challenges, such as healthy aging. For
this, we need to invest in digital innovation.
We should guard individual rights whilst
promoting the social and community aspects:
for example by using big data for health
research. On security we have to strike the right
balance: mass surveillance of data, just in case it
might be useful, cannot be acceptable.
These issues will be with us for the foreseeable
future and we need to develop a vision which
will allow us to anticipate rather than react expost.
The UK, with our traditional respect for civil
liberties combined with our love of the internet,
could lead the game within the EU to clarify the
rules for data processing. However the UK
government has so far been on the wrong side of
the argument, focusing on defending its own
Tempora surveillance programme and trying to
introduce a communications data bill (a.k.a.
snooper’s charter).
For the EU, this is a chance to show European
citizens that we can make a difference and that
we are stronger together. For Labour, it is a
reminder that our vision of the future needs to
include digital. This will be more a revolution
than an evolution. The Prism scandal revealed
how ignorant we were about what is really going
on.

German elections with
European repercussions
P

eer
Steinbrück’s
election
campaign
rounded off in a strange way with a risky
photo ‘giving the finger’.
Although this is not necessarily the reason we
can give for the SPD’s miserable election result.
It simply did not appeal to its ‘Volkspartei’ roots.
Moreover
Merkel
flirted
with
policies
traditionally from the left such as a minimum
wage, so the voters did not see a clear difference
between the parties.
The SPD received 25.7% of the vote, a figure
which the party deems as “not satisfactory”.
Hopes of a red-green coalition are shattered. The
CDU/CSU received 42% of the votes, not enough
to have a clear majority. The FDP-Liberals won
only 4.8% of the vote, closely followed by the
recently formed anti-EU party AfD – Alternative
für Deutschland - who managed to claim a
whopping 4.7% of the votes (and possibly giving
us a taste of what to expect from the European
elections next May).
The big question is who will Merkel form her
government with? The CDU is not a strong party
at the moment, it is the personality of ‘Mutti’
Merkel and her record in government which is

attractive to the German electorate. Clearly, with
low unemployment, a booming industry and
better salaries, the majority of people are quite
happy with Merkel’s policies.
Negotiations on the formation of a government
look set to last quite some time. Exploratory talks
between the CDU and the Greens begin in midOctober, after Merkel failed to entice the SPD as
the first port of call. It is quite possible that a
new government will not be formed before the
beginning of next year. SPD are playing hard to
get and seem to be pushing for high-level
positions in the cabinet and clear policies that
would gain SPD support.
However they have many questions to consider.
If the SPD goes into coalition with Merkel, the far
-left Die Linke party will lead the opposition.
They also risk becoming a weaker party in the
long run if they accept. However commentators
are saying that a CDU-SPD grand coalition is the
most likely outcome.
The outcome is critical for the rest of Europe and
the EU. To start with, it could impact on who will
be the next European Commission President.
Charlotte Billingham

A watershed moment?
how much British politics was scarred by
J ust
the Iraq intervention became evident during

the debate on Syria in the House of Commons.

The speech of Jack Straw, Foreign Secretary at
the time of the invasion and this time
thoroughly against military action, was a
poignant moment. You could feel the House,
and the country, reliving the trauma of that
divisive, fateful decision ten years ago.
Opposite a confused Cameron, Ed Miliband
delivered a clear argument: evidence before
decision. With his bold vision he achieved what
few opposition leaders have, which is to make a
difference and change the course of events.
Indeed, the turn of events since the Commons
debate has not contradicted him. On this basis,
Ed stood up at Conference and said he is ready to
confront Cameron on who is the better leader.
The international response since then has also
been full of surprises. Obama and Hollande,
stern critics of the Iraq intervention, were left as
isolated advocates of a military response in
Syria. As a familiar scenario loomed and cold
war type tensions mounted, an unexpected
Russian initiative took centre stage. Obama was

quick to respond constructively and, for the first
time in a very long time, US-Russian cooperation
achieved consensus on a contentious issue in the
UN Security Council.
So, diplomats can sometimes be useful! The
international surveillance and destruction of the
Assad regime’s chemical weapons is a creative
idea which holds the promise of more
effectiveness than missile strikes in the desert.
As Cathy Ashton and others have pointed out,
the new mood of cooperation between the US
and Russia is precious capital for the restart of
the peace talks to end the Syrian civil war.
The EU has been active in Syria.
It has
contributed €1.3bn in humanitarian aid and is
ready to support the work of the UN on the
ground.
Looking back, September 2013 may be seen as a
watershed moment. When Britain realized that
in Ed Miliband it has a potential prime minister.
When the international community found the
will to do something serious about the carnage
in Syria. Time will tell.
Martin Dawson

Winning in 2014: 200 people
attend Brighton rally
T

his year the Brussels Labour Fringe event,
held jointly with the Labour Movement for
Europe and the European Movement, tried a
new ‘rally format’.
This was really successful in raising awareness
and showcasing the candidates before the
European Parliament elections next year. We
took over a cinema hall next to the conference
venue – and filled it with over 200 people, our
biggest turnout so far.
Brussels' own Emma Reynolds MP (shadow
Europe Minister at the time) compèred the event.
Her message was get out, campaign and win.
Flemish MEP Kathleen van Brempt (top right)
observed that the Left needs its own vision of
Europe, distinct from the Right which has
overseen the euro-crisis. Therefore we need a
strong common programme, including a push
for the minimum wage to be an EU principle,
though not with a common rate.
Claude Moraes MEP was clear we need to deliver
a Labour message on the EU – and have the
courage to take on UKIP. If there is to be a
referendum (and he pointed to Peter Kellner’s
analysis of the difficulties of Labour calling and
winning one), we should have a similar approach
to the Scottish referendum campaign theme,
“better together”.
Julian Priestley also wanted a strong campaign
next year – it should be the spring board for
2015. The target should be the right’s record in
Europe – its failure to address inequality, and
success in making even the IMF look soft!

address women in particular, who were more
affected by austerity.
Brussels’ Richard Corbett complained the very
idea of a referendum implied there was an
alternative to EU membership – but there is not.
We should make the EP elections a battle of
ideologies, not between countries.
Labour EP group leader Glenis Willmott noted
the need to get the social agenda back into focus
– we need to work at EU level on a youth
guarantee, and to combat abuses such as zero
hour contracts.
Brussels Labour chair Jo Wood then highlighted
the role Brussels Labour hopes to take: we can
offer help on policy issues, but will also be
actively campaigning in the UK during the
campaign. She also mentioned our wider
campaign for overseas voting rights.

Petros Fassoulas from the European Movement
feared that dark clouds were gathering over
Europe – yet Labour had largely stopped fighting
for the EU. We must campaign with fact and
emotion.

The floor was then opened for contributions
from Labour societies and also many of the
candidates for the 2014 Euros – they are a pretty
impressive slate, so let’s work hard to get as
many as possible elected!

David Schoibl from LME highlighted the need to

Keir Fitch

There are three upcoming events for your diary:
Wednesday 16 October

John Fitzmaurice memorial lecture

With Martin Schulz, President of the European
Parliament (right)
At Press Club, Rue Froissart 95, 1040 Brussels;
Doors open 18:30; lecture begins at 19:00
Thursday 28 November

Pub Quiz

At Place de Londres, Place de Londres, 1050
Brussels
Date to be confirmed

Winter Social

40 years celebrated in Summer Social
style
Our sincere thanks once again

to Maggie
Coulthard and Peter Wragg for hosting a
successful summer social on 10 July.
We were also pleased to welcome Maite Morren,
Alderwoman in the Ixelles commune and Chair
of the youth wing of the sp.a, one of our sister
parties in Belgium.
Isobel Findlay
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Are you up to date?
Brussels
Labour
celebrated
its
40th
anniversary in style with a dinner on 19 June.
The dinner was attended by around 90 members
and supporters, including founding members
such as Alan Forrest, the branch's first chair.
European Commission Vice President Joaquin
Almunia reminisced about his own memories of
the branch in its early days when he was a young
Brussels-based researcher. Emma Reynolds MP, a
former Brussels Labour treasurer and (at the
time of the dinner) Labour's Europe Minister
looked to the future and the coming election
opportunities. Britain under Labour would be
back at the heart of Europe rather than drifting
dangerously to the fringes as under the current
government, she said.
EPLP leader Glenis Willmott added her
anniversary greetings and Brussels Labour Chair
Jo Wood brought a surprise to the evening by
producing a fine birthday cake. Photos of the
event are available on the Brussels Labour
website and our Flickr page (details left) and on
page 6 of this edition of Germinal.
The dinner was also the occasion to launch a
book marking the branch's history against the
backdrop of the development of the Party and of
the European Union.
As well as contributions from founding
members, such as Alan Forrest and Peter
Coldrick, Labour Party figures such as Neil
Kinnock, Jan Royall and Charles Clarke have
shared memories of the branch for this book.
You can still order a copy of the book for €25 by
emailing
secretary@brusselslabour.eu.
An
extract from the book is also available on the
Brussels Labour Facebook page and website.

Please don’t forget to renew your Brussels
Labour subscription for 2013.
The easiest way to do this is to set up a standing
order to pay your subs. The details for this are
below:
Rates
€25 per annum
€5 for unwaged people or stagiaires
Account number
001-1128765-52
IBAN: BE64 0011 1287 6552
BIC: GEBABEBB
Account name
Brussels Labour Party Group
Bank
BNP Paribas Fortis

EGM elects new
committee member
Brussels Labour held an extraordinary General
Meeting on Wednesday 18 September.
This meeting was held to elect a new member of
the Executive Committee to replace Georgina
Carr, who left Brussels with our best wishes to
pursue her career in London.
Members elected, by acclamation, Maureen Hick
to take Georgina's place on the committee.

